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[57] ABSTRACT 
A breast support for post surgical use by an open heart 
surgery patient which comprises a long narrow cloth 
strip having a pleated cup middle portion that is adjust 
able to the size of breast of the user and adjustable fas 
tening means at the ends. . 

4 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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1: 

BREAST SUPPORT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The subject invention is directed toward breast sup 
ports and more particularly to a breast support adapted 
to be used right after the wearer has had open heart 
Surgery. 
The preferred embodiment of the invention is espe 

cially suited for supporting the weight of a breast that 
tends to draw the stretched wound from open heart 
surgery apart, but, as will become apparent from read 
ing the ensuing description, the invention is capable of 
broader application and could be used as a support in 
other surgical situations and for other body locations. 
Further, the weight of the breast pulls on the muscles 
causing pain but when the support is used to carry the 
weight, the pain is eliminated. 
Many different types of breast supports have been 

proposed in the prior art. For example, the common 
breast support or brassiere has been employed by heart 
patients but have been found to be unsuitable as the 
common breast support has two cups connected by 
material therebetween which contacts and bears on the 
surgical incision. The pressure and rubbing on the 
wound i causes great pain to the wearer. Also, the 
chance of infection is increased with the rubbing motion 
of the conventional brassiere. 
The breast supports in the prior art are further unsuit 

able due to having peripheral straps that extend around 
the body of the wearer just below the breasts. This 
method of wearing and latching the breast supports 
interefers with drainage tubes that are inserted into the 
body of a person that hadjust had open heart surgery in 
addition to the severe pain experienced from pressure 
on the incision. Further, the brassieres in the prior art 
did not have sufficient adjustment in the straps to permit 
relief from pressure on the surgery wound. 
The subject invention overcomes the above discussed 

problems and provides an improved breast support 
which is readily adjustable and simple to use. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

According to one aspect of the invention, there is 
provided a breast support for use by an open heart 
surgery patient which comprises a pleated cup that is 
adjustable to the size of breast of the user and a strap 
connected to each end of the cup that has adjustable 
fastening means at the ends. 
A still further object is the provision of a breast sup 

port that supports the weight of the breast to eliminate 
the pain due to pulling of the muscles by the weight of 
the breast. 

Thus, a primary object of the present invention is the 
provision of an improved breast support. 
A further object is the provision of a breast support 

that prevents the breast of the wearer from pulling apart 
an incision and avoids painful pressure on the wound. 
A still further object is the provision of a breast sup 

port that has means of adjustment to fit any size breast. 
A still further object is the provision of a breast sup 

port that has adjustment means on the body-encircling 
support straps to avoid pressure on the incision of the 
WS26. 

The above and other i objects and advantages will 
become apparent from the following description when 
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2 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings 
wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a view of the breast support of the invention 

showing how it is worn by the user. 
FIG. 2 is a view of the breast support showing the 

pleated cup in a folded position. 
FIG. 3 is a view of the breast support showing the 

pleated cup in an expanded position. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

IMBODIMENTS 
Referring more particularly to the drawings wherein 

the showings are for the purpose of illustrating the 
preferred embodiments of the invention only and not 
for the purpose of limiting same, an embodiment of the 
invention as illustrated in FIGS. 1 thru 3 shows a breast 
support indicated generally by numberal 10. The cup 11 
is preferably made of a soft cloth like paper material 
that is readily disposable. If desired, however, the mate 
rial may be a cotton or other washable fabric for permit 
ting further use after laundering. The cup has pleats 12 
which when opened automatically adjust to the size of 
breast of the user. FIG. 3 shows the cup 11 with pleats 
12 in an open position and FIG. 2 shows the breast 
support 10 with the pleats 12 of cup 11 in a folded posi 
tion resulting in a long narrow strip for convenient 
storage and packaging. Attached to either side of cup 11 
are straps 13. At the ends of straps 13 are adjusting 
means 14 for varying the length of straps 13 according 
to the size of girth of the user. The preferred type of 
adjusting means 14 as shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 are VEL 
CRO-type fastener strips 14 sewn or otherwise incorpo 
rated into the ends of straps 13. Consequently, when the 
ends of the straps 13 overlap, the strips 14 interlock with 
one another to form a secure fastener to hold the breast 
support in a body-encircling position. One strip 14 in 
cludes looped fibrous members which cooperate with 
hook-like members on the mating strips to releasably 
secure the two ends together. Thus the amount of tight 
ness desired can be adjusted by the amount of overlap 
the strips 14 are engaged. The pressure on the incision is 
thereby adjusted to the extent of pain the patient can 
bear. 
The straps 13 also can be made of a disposable cloth 

like paper material that has sufficient strength to avoid 
tearing under the tension in use. It is desirable to have a 
disposable breast support 10 as the wound from surgery 
drains during the early stages of healing and will stain 
the breast support. Further, it is more sanitary to use 
antiseptic packaged breast supports 10 rather than laun 
dered ones and this would aid in avoiding infection. 
The invention has been described in detail sufficient 

to enable one of ordinary skill in the art of breast sup 
ports to make and use the same. Obviously, modifica 
tions and alterations of the preferred embodiment will 
occur to others upon a reading and understanding of the 
specification. It is my intention as part of my invention 
insofar as they come within the scope of the appended 
claims. 

Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A breast support comprising a long narrow cloth 

strip, said cloth strip having a middle pleated portion 
which is adapted for expanding open into a cup for 
automatically adjusting to any breast size, and means for 
adjusting said strip to various lengths, said middle 
pleated portion adapted for expanding into a cup at one 
end near a vertical wound in the middle of the chest of 
the user for supporting the breast in a first mode when 
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the breast is positioned there from gravity and said 
opposite end of the pleated portion being closed, and 
said middle pleated portion being adapted for expand 
ing into a cup at the other end away from said vertical 
chest wound for supporting the breast in a second mode 
when the breast is positioned there from gravity and 
said opposite end of said pleated portion being closed. 

2. A breast support as defined in claim 1 wherein said 
length adjusting means is a VELCRO-type loop strip 
fastened to one end of said cloth strip and a VELCRO 
type hook strip fastened to the other end of said cloth 
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4 
strip for adjusting the length of said cloth strip when 
placed around a body by overlapping engagement of 
the hook strip with the loop strip. 

3. A breast support as defined in claim 1 wherein said 
long narrow cloth strip, when positioned around a body 
having a vertical surgical wound in the chest, contacts 
a minimal area on the wound thereby avoiding irritating 
the wound and causing infection. 

4. A breast support as defined in claim 1 wherein said 
cloth strip is disposable cloth-like paper material. 

** 


